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HVAR HIKING TOUR - 3.5h
CAR/VAN TRANSFER INCLUDED, PRIVATE OPTION 

The island of Hvar is a paradise for walkers and nature lovers. Hike along the old shepherd’s paths 
and lonely tracks, experience wonderful views, unspoilt nature overflowing with the intense colours, 
and fragrances of lavender, sage and rosemary. Explore this beautiful island - its rugged coastline, 
cliffs and mountains, its small villages, olive groves, lavender fields and vineyards. 
Climb the hills for beautiful panoramic views and then descend through olive groves and vineyards 
to the coast that offers unforgettable impressions for nature lovers!
On foot discover the simple charms and exquisite details of the island of Hvar as we stroll through 
this region rich in history, cultural and natural splendour.

Find secret places and special moments off the beaten path and discover the hidden creatures while 
learning things others do not know about. Unveil wilderness mysteries of Hvar Island through Secret 
Hvar’s guided walking and hiking tours. Have an authentic vacation that tells the story behind 
the scenery.
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AVAILABLE: all year long

DEPARTURE TIME AND MEETING LOCATION: 08.30 AM 

END LOCATION: Hvar town bus station, your hotel, villa, private accommodation…

DURATION: 3-4 hours

INCLUDED: transfer and guide

NOT INCLUDED: Lunch, beverages, gratuities to the guides and items purchased for personal use.

TOUR TYPE: History, culture, adventure, hiking, sightseeing

TRANSPORTATION METHOD: an air-conditioned 4WD (Nissan Patrol, Nissan Pathfinder)

ACTIVITY LEVEL: medium

KID FRIENDLY: yes

NOTES: hiking shoes or boots, hat, water

The distance is from 5-10 km, depends on your hiking skill and level of physical ability.

There are a lot of hiking trails that provide you with a nice selection of hikes depending on your 

experience and fitness.

HVAR HIKING TOUR 530 €

HVAR HIKING TOUR - 3.5h
CAR/VAN TRANSFER INCLUDED, PRIVATE OPTION 

MAXIMUM 4 PERSONS


